
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

AMX ACENDO AND 
CT KIT COLLABORATION

HARMAN Professional is dedicated to providing technology that streamlines productivity with simplified meeting launches, 

room scheduling, document sharing, visiting device support, and the best AV distribution in the industry. Our meeting space 

technology minimizes the burden on staff by working as it’s expected to in order to support any level of technology user.  

In meetings, when technology interruptions occur, it’s not only frustrating, it can alter meeting outcomes dramatically.  

That’s why it’s so important to choose products that work in harmony to support the human element of creativity.

Comprehensive Technology for Huddle Spaces

Reliable Host (in-room) Device with Wireless Content Sharing Capabilities. AMX Acendo Core is an in-room 
collaboration device that supports on-screen room scheduling with simple meeting launches, access to content on 
the network, web browsing, and support for wireless sharing from a variety of platforms including Windows, Mac, iOS, 
Android and Chrome. Acendo Core is easy to install and easier to maintain than a room PC.

Accessible Physical Connections for Visiting Devices with Automatic Technology Actions. AMX Connectivity and 
Transport (CT) Kits provide physical HDMI and VGA connections for visiting device hardware. When mounted under the 
table, and used with AMX HydraPort architectural connectivity, it’s easy for visitors to connect when entering the room. 
Once connected, the CT Kit displays the most recent connected device, eliminating confusing user interactions.

Resolution Support and Video Scaling. AMX CT Kits provide resolution support for HDMI devices up to 4K, as well as 
video scaling for lower resolution VGA sources so you can ensure optimal viewing experiences and eliminate video 
drops due to incompatible resolution between source and display.

Room Scheduling and Easy Meeting Launches. While AMX Acendo Core provides scheduling capabilities and one touch 
meeting launches in the room, AMX Acendo Book is a beautiful, thin profile scheduling panel that mounts outside the 
room. It includes color-coded room availability indicator LEDs, a simple “scroll the schedule” interface that syncs with 
the scheduling platform and allows booking and room browsing directly from the panel.

Professional Audio & Video So Everyone Can Be Seen and Heard. AMX Acendo Vibe is a premium conferencing 
soundbar with audio by JBL. It features a wide-angle camera that can capture anyone in the room and audio that’s 
precision tuned for voice clarity, echo cancellation, and ambient noise reduction.
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Acendo Core acts as the host device and shares content from visiting devices, using built-in
AirPlay, Miracast, and Google Cast

View up to four sources of content onscreen simultaneously

Room scheduling, onscreen web conference meeting launch, web browsing, access to
network drives

Acendo Vibe provides wide-angle camera and premium JBL sound for web conferencing

CTC Transmitter supports multiple visiting devices with HDMI, DisplayPort, VGA, and USB-C

CTC Receiver connects to in-room host or PC

Transmitter and receiver connect with a single category cable, up to 80m for 4K 

CTC Kit automatically switches to last connected guest, giving access to share AV content and access 
to USB peripherals, including keyboard, mouse, touch display, and soundbar

CTC Kit reverts back to room host when guests are disconnected
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Acendo Vibe Conferencing Sound Bar with Camera

Acendo Vibe is a total conferencing sound bar solution designed specifically for the demands 
and elegance of the modern workspace. Robust JBL audio provides far-field microphone array, 
ambient noise reduction, echo cancellation and professional speakers to deliver exceptional 
conference audio. A wide-angle camera catches everyone in the space; while CEC display 
control, USB and Bluetooth connectivity ensure an optimized experience.

Learn more at www.amx.com/acendovibe

AMX Presentation Connectivity and Transport (CT) Kit

The AMX Presentation Connectivity and Transport Kit allows in-room and visiting devices to 
easily share meeting spaces. Each kit includes a transmitter and receiver that distribute 4K 
content, with automatic switching, scaling, and distance transport.

Learn more at www.amx.com/ctseries

AMX Conferencing Connectivity and Transport (CT) Kit

The AMX Conferencing Connectivity and Transport Kit allows in-room and visiting devices to 
easily share meeting spaces. Each kit includes a transmitter and receiver that distribute 4K 
content, with automatic switching, scaling, and distance transport. The Conference kit also 
supports USB 2.0 peripheral switching, allowing for dynamic sharing of room USB devices such 
as cameras, microphones, touch displays and more.

Learn more at www.amx.com/ctseries

AMX Acendo Core Collaboration System

This meeting place collaboration system includes web conferencing, document viewing, and 
wireless screen sharing in an easy-to-use platform. In this application, Acendo Core provides 
an easy method for meeting attendees to begin a web conference, wirelessly share content from 
multiple devices at once, and view presentation materials using the built-in document viewers.

Learn more at amx.com/acendocore 

Acendo Book Scheduling Panels 

Acendo Book Scheduling Panels integrate directly with popular room scheduling software 
like Microsoft Exchange, Office 365, and Google Calendar without additional system hardware 
requirements. The user interface background color and built-in room availability bars change 
between red and green to show room availability so users can easily locate and book an available 
room directly from the panel and, if that room is currently booked, users can quickly locate the 
nearest available room or the next available time with ease.

Learn more at amx.com/acendobook
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